
WCCS Recommends

Maths-friendly gifts for boys age 4 – 13

Boys age 12-13
Humble Pi
A Comedy of Maths Errors
Matt Parker
 
Impossible footballs, skyscrapers that shake, the next Y2K-style bug – find out what 
happens when maths goes wrong!

Boys age 11-12
50 Maths Ideas You Really Need to Know
Tony Crilly
 
Why are there 60 seconds in a minute? Who invented zero? Can a butterfly’s wings 
really cause a storm on the other side of the world? Tony Crilly explains how maths 
helps us understand and shape the world.

Boys age 10-11
Set – The Family Game of Visual Perception
 
A game with few rules but major brain strain! Cards have symbols with different 
attributes: shape, colour, infill, quantity. From a layout of nine cards, players must 
recognise sets of three. The player with most sets wins. Great for honing boys’ non-
verbal reasoning skills!



Boys age 9-10
George and the Unbreakable Code
Lucy & Stephen Hawking
 
The fourth book in the series from Lucy and Professor Stephen Hawking. In this 
instalment, the world’s biggest and best computers have all been hacked. George 
and Annie travel far into space to find out what, or who, is behind the chaos.

Boys age 8-9
Rush Hour – Traffic Jam Logic Game

In Rush Hour, a sliding block logic game, players battle traffic gridlock as they slide 
the blocking vehicles out of the way. With forty challenges to overcome, players 
progress at their own speed, developing reasoning and planning skills as they go.

Boys age 7-8 
See Inside Maths 
Alex Frith & Minna Lacey
 
A brilliant book for those who prefer their maths simplified – from addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division to square roots and algebra.
 
Each page contains puzzles and games for boys to test and reinforce their 
newfound skills.



Boys age 6-7
Rummikub – The Original Rummy Tile Game
 
Rummikub is a tile-based game which combines  the card game rummy and mah-
jong. Players try to get rid of their tiles, which often starts uneventfully, but quickly 
becomes complex, challenging, and exciting.

Boys age 5-6
Orchard Toys Magic Maths

A spellbinding maths game for boys age 5-6, who take turns to solve sums and fill 
their boards with revolting spell ingredients, from brains to worm-infested cupcakes.
 
Designed with teachers, specifically for junior mathematicians.

WCCS Recommends more at
www.choirschool.com

Boys age 4-5
Pop-up Numbers
by Courtney McCarthy
 
Maths pop-ups, pull-outs and puzzles for boys age four and five.
 
A great book for novice mathematicians


